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Introduction to the Special Issue on Deep Learning
for Multi-Modal Intelligence Across Speech,
Language, Vision, and Heterogeneous Signals
HANKS to the disruptive advances in deep learning, significant progress has been made in artificial intelligence
(AI) applications with single modality, such as speech recognition, speech synthesis, image classification, object detection,
as well as machine translation and reading comprehension, etc.
However, many AI problems require more than one modality,
and techniques developed for different modalities can often
be successfully cross-fertilized. Therefore, the studies on the
modeling and learning approaches across multiple modalities are
of great interest. This special issue brings together a diverse but
complementary set of contributions on emerging deep learning
methods for problems based on multiple modalities including
speech, text, image and video.
Following an open call for papers, we received a total number
of 52 submissions for this special issue. After an extensive and
competitive review process, 10 papers were selected for final
publication. These papers span a range of diversified topics. Both
audio and visual information are used for speech synchronization, enhancement, separation, recognition, and translation, as
well as speaker verification and social role detection. One publicly available large dataset for audio-visual speech recognition
and translation is introduced. The tasks of image captioning,
text-to-image generation, visual question answering (VQA),
visual reasoning and image classification with natural language
explanations are based on image and text modalities. A new task
that generates images directly based on speech without involving
any text is proposed. Moreover, spiking neural networks, which
more closely mimic natural neural networks compared to the
widely used neural networks for deep learning, are also studied
in one of the papers.
The issue begins with a review article, “Multimodal Intelligence: Representation Learning, Information Fusion, and Applications” by Zhang et al., which presents a comprehensive
analysis of some recent multimodal work related to computer
vision and natural language processing. Three key topics are
used to organise the paper to provide a more structured perspective. The representation learning topic presents the methods
for training unimodal and multimodal embeddings. The information fusion topic reviews simple operation based, attention
mechanism-based, and bilinear pooling based approaches to
fuse embeddings of different modalities. The last key topic covers illustrative applications – image captioning, text-to-image
generation, VQA, and visual reasoning tasks – in order to give
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a brief introduction of these rapidly developing fields to our
community.
Common VQA systems obtain all visual concepts, which are
used as the answers to the questions, equally as the softmax
function labels from the same output layer, which ignores the
rich structural-semantic meanings of the concepts. “Learning
to Recognize Visual Concepts for Visual Question Answering
With Structural Label Space” by Gao et al. proposes an approach
to utilize such information by first clustering semantically related concepts into groups and measure the similarity between
relevant groups. For each group of concepts, an independent
output layer is constructed to classify the answer to the question
as one of its belonging concepts. Some parameters can be
shared adaptively across different output layers based on the
similarity between their relevant groups. Experimental results
of multiple benchmarks show the proposed method can improve
the performance of VQA models.
Xu et al. proposes an explainable attention mechanism for
image classification, to improve its interpretability in “Where is
the Model Looking At? – Concentrate and Explain the Network
Attention.” A multitask training framework predicting both
class category and the category dependent attributes is used
in the method, from which the embeddings are integrated to
derive the final image classification result. The introduction
of the prediction to the attributes not only helps the model to
concentrate attention on the foreground objects but also enables
the generation of attribute-based textual and visual explanations.
The multi-modal explanation improves users’ trust of the model
and can help to point out the weakness of the method and data.
Instead of using text descriptions, Li et al. proposes to generate
images from speech in “Direct Speech-to-Image Translation.”
The raw speech signal is first converted into a representation
using an audio encoder, which is trained as a student model via
teacher-student training based on an image encoder teacher. The
derived audio representation is then combined with Gaussian
noise to use as the input to a set of stacked generative adversarial networks to generate high-resolution images progressively,
which translates speech directly to image without any text.
For tasks across audio and video modalities, two papers of
this special issue are devoted to audio-visual speech separation and enhancement. In “Multi-Modal Multi-Channel Target
Speech Separation,” Gu et al. proposes a general multimodal
framework to separate the target talker’s speech from overlapped
speech segments with simultaneous talkers, which leverages
different information embedded in the audio and video streams
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including spatial location, lip movements, and voice characteristics. The attention mechanism is used to fuse the audio
embeddings from different acoustic sub-spaces based on the
video embeddings. Tan et al. proposes a two-stage multimodal
network for audio-visual speech separation and enhancement in
“Audio-Visual Speech Separation and Dereverberation With a
Two-Stage Multimodal Network.” The first-stage network fuses
the audio and video embeddings to separate the target talker’s
speech from the interfering speech and the background noise.
The second-stage network suppresses room reverberation to
enhance the speech derived from the first-stage network. These
stages are first separately trained as an initialization, then jointly
trained by fine-tuning.
The paper, “Multi-Stream Recurrent Neural Network for Social Role Detection in Multiparty Interactions” from Zhang and
Radke proposes a framework that integrates synchronized video,
audio, and text streams from group people to capture the interaction dynamics in natural group meetings. Using multi-modality
information, the authors estimate the dynamic social role of
the meeting participants, i.e., Protagonist, Neutral, Supporter,
or Gatekeeper. On top of a multi-stream recurrent neural network, the authors incorporate both co-occurrence features and
successive occurrence features in thin time windows to better
describe the behavior of a target participant and his/her responses
from others. The proposed method was evaluated on the widelyused AMI corpus and state-of-the-art accuracy was reported.
Moreover, the authors analyze the importance of different video
and audio features for estimating social roles, which presents a
deeper understanding of this multi-modality task.
Cross-modal retrieval is a task to find the most relevant
data in one modality given the input in another modality. In
“Perfect Match: Self-Supervised Embeddings for Cross-Modal
Retrieval,” Chung et al. proposes a multi-way cross-entropy
objective function for cross-modal retrieval, which computes the
relative similarity of the matching data pair over non-matching
data pairs. The method is validated using an audio-visual synchronization task that synchronizes a video clip with a separately
recorded audio segment, as well as the audio-visual biometrics
task based on 10-way cross-modal forced matching that retrieves
the speaker’s face image given the speech or vise versa. The
proposed method is observed to improve both classification
accuracy and convergence speed.
In “Grounded Sequence to Sequence Transduction,” Specia
et al. proposes a large multimodal dataset called How2, which
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consists of a 2,000-hour open-domain collection of instructional
Youtube videos with 22.5 million-word manually derived English transcriptions and Portuguese translations. The dataset is
used for two vision grounded sequence to sequence classification
tasks in the paper: multimodal speech recognition and machine
translation. Audio and visual features for speech, action, object,
and scene are integrated into the standard approaches as well as
some newly proposed ones, to validate the importance of joint
use of the multimodal information in these tasks. This dataset
has been used by multiple evaluations recently, showing how
challenging it is to build multimodal systems that can perform
better than unimodal systems.
Different from the other papers in this special issue, the work
from Zhang et al., “An Efficient Threshold-Driven AggregateLabel Learning Algorithm for Multimodal Information Processing,” is closely related to not only machine learning and deep
learning, but neuroscience as well. It targets on the temporalcredit assignment problem, a fundamental problem about how
to learn useful multi-sensory clues, such as acoustic and vision,
from the delayed feedback signals, which can be resolved by
matching the out spike count of spiking neurons with the magnitude of the delayed feedback signals using the aggregate-label
learning algorithm. A threshold-driven algorithm is presented
in this paper to improve the efficiency of aggregate-label learning, enabling the use of multi-layer spiking neural networks
with many neurons for hand-written digits and spoken digits
recognition. This results in significant improvements in classification accuracy when compared with the existing single-layer
aggregate-label learning algorithms.
Despite the significant progress on many topics, such as
shown in the aforementioned articles, research on multimodal
intelligence is still in its infancy and has great potential in the
future. We hope this special issue could become a stepping
stone for future developments and advancements in multimodal
intelligence towards building agents with the capabilities of multimodal perception and using the connection between different
modalities.
In the end, the guest editorial team wants to thank all the authors and reviewers whose contributions have made this special
issue possible. We would also like to thank Prof. Lina Karam,
Editor-in-Chief, for her kind support and suggestions. Warmest
thanks also go to Mikaela Langdon and Rebecca Wollman from
the IEEE publication office for keeping this special issue on
track at different stages of the process.
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